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University of Minnesota

The knowledge and skills an individual has in the areas of time and

money are critical aspects of his adjustment to the environment. By the

time a child reaches the first grade, he generally has a fair amount of

knowledge about time and money. Even forty-five years ago, a study by

Probst (1931) round that 94% of a population of kindergarten children

knew,the number of hands on a clock, 30% knew the time at noon, and 37%

knew the number of pennies in a nickel. Templin (3958) found similar

levels of knowledge in the middle 1950's, Even for more complex skills,

Pollio and Gray (1973) recently found relatively high knowledge levels.

When given rather difficult change-making problems, 3rd graders were not

only makiUg change, but also beginning to give relatively efficient solutions.

Most children apparently are able to pick up much of. their know-

ledge about time and money from casual or incidental exposure to the

concepts. In school, the concepts of time and money typically are

presented within the mathematics curriculum, with the focus being on

the computational aspects of these areas. It seems that time acid

money are presented within the math curriculum mainly to show the

practical applications of arl'avItic processes like addition and

subtraction. In other words, the child is presented with problems that

ask things like "How many hours is it from 2:00 to 6:00?" and "How
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much is 5e + 2e?" The assumption underlying this approach seems to

be that children acquire the conceptual basis of knowledge in the areas

of time and money "naturally," as a result of their interactions with

the environment. While this assumption may be true for most normal

children, it does not seem to be true for retarded individuals. In a

1960 investigation, Marshall and Magruder found a significant correla-

tion between money knowledge and T.Q. Lower IQ children knew less

about money than higher IQ children.

Unfortunately, instruction on time and money is usually presented

to retarded students in the same manner as it is to nonretarded

students. This approach generally results in retarded children trying

to master arithmetic computation and knowledge of time or money simul-

tancousl y, or even more commonly, in teachers skipping the pages.

related to time and money in their mathmatics curriculum. Yet,

special educators would like to see the retarded child (at least the

retarded child labeled as "educable") have time and money skills com-

parable to those demonstrated by nonretarded children of the same

chronological age (CA).

The goal of equivalent performances by same-age retarded and

nonretarded individuals, however, is not generally seen as a realistic

instructional objective. Both Kolstoe (1970) and Peterson (1973),

who provide comprehensive guides of the "age-appropriate" potentials

of the retarded, suggest tht.t retarded children of primary level age

(8 - 10 years) will master instruction on the equivalence of coins

. and telling time to the hour or half hour. Skills such as counting
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money, making change, and telling time to the minute are reserved

for older children. These expectations seem to be below those held

for nonretarded children.

Instruction on time and money specifically designed for children

with learning difficulties is needed. The instruction must be devel-

oped specifically to teach the concepts to the retarded individual

in a way that insures mastery and promotes retention and transfer.

At the University of Minnesqta's Research and Development Center, an

attempt wat made to develop such instruction.

Instructional Units on Time and Money

The 'Time and Money units developed at the University of Minnesota

initially were designed for children designated as "educable." Field-

testing !,ter verified their usenh4Tity and potential effectiveness

with trainable retarded students.

The developers of both the Time and Money units assumed that the

instruction had to take into account the learning difficulties of

retarded children, as well as their limitations in experience (Jordan,

1962). The instruction was not to be embedded within other instruction.

The instruction was to be concrete (with real clocks and real money),

yet provide opportunities to associate the real things with pictures,

which of course, are" frequently used in standardized tests. The

instruction was to be relational rather than rote and avoid the problems

arising when skill related content is put into a drill and practice

fomit. The instruction was to be based on careful task analyses to

meet the sequencing and structuring needs of retarded children.
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Although the basic goals of the instruction were to have retarded

children telling time and counting money at the same time that,eheir

nonretarded peers were, the instruction dld not start with drill and

practice at the levels of telling time and counting money. The

instruction started at even more basic levels -- the recognition of a

clock and the hands on a Clock, for example, or the recognitions of

the U.S. coins. Table I presents the organizations of the TiMA and

Money units developed at the University of Minnesota, and the major

concepts presented in each.

Insert Table 1 about here

...... ,=

Number skills are typically considered as prerequisite to any

instmetion on time er money. It appears that when time and reopy

are being taught to young children, either number skills must be

taught successfully first, or initial instruction must be independent

of number skills. Since teaching retarded childreti such skills as

counting, ofte-to-one correspondence and many-to-one correspondence

is considered to be quite difficult, it seemed that initial instruc-

tion had to be independent of number skills. The Time and Money units

were both developed to start at levels not requiring counting and

other number skills, Such skills could be taught separately by thd

teacher, and then introduced in their applications to time and money.

The Time and Money units are based upon, language and vocabulary

rather than on number concepts. The units begin by giving meaning to



the vocabulary associated with time or money. The approach of the

units is to stress simple, specific meanings first and then systema-

tically to elaborate on these meanings to reach the full and commonly

accepted meaning of a word. As the necessary voeandlary foundation

is Obtained, related skills, are introduced. In taking this approach,

both vocabulary and skill development arc enhanced.

With this somewhat unique approach to presenting time and money

concepts, the developers of the units initiated an investigation to

*assess the knowledge levels of nonretaded and retarded children

wfth respect to time and. money, and to evaluate the effectiveness of

the Time and Money units for increasing the test scores of retardates

in these areas.

Assessment of Knowledge Levels

Standardized tests were considered inappropriate for testing

knowledge of time and money in this investigation since none were

found to deal with time and/or money exclusively, and those that

inc3ueed these concepts contained only a few items related to each

area. In addition, standardized tests frequently ignored lower

levels of knowledge such as the identification of clocks and the

recognition of coins. For these reasons, tests were develolied to

assess knowledge of time and money.

Tables 2 and 3 present the items in the Time and Ileny tests,

respectively. The Time test was a thirty item test that assessed the

student's knowledge of general time concepts (e.g., "morning," "early"),

the clock, telling time to the hour, the half-hour, and the minute.

7
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The Money test was a forty item test that evaluated knowledge of

money by testing recognition, relative value, exact value, equivalence,

counting money, and making change.

1mb

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

4.ww ........ dme,

Subjects. The Time test was given to 112 nonretarded children

and 69 educable mentally retarded (ERR) children. The Money test was

given to 117 nonretarded children, 64 EMR childreA, and 1.15 trainable

mentally retarded (MR) children., The nonretarded children were from

kindergarten through third grade classrooms.

The ERR subjects who received the Time and Money npits were

approximately the same age as the third grade nonretarded children

tested., .and their meethl ase (MA) was similar to that of the tindcr-

garten children. The TMR subjects who were given the-Money test were

much older than the nonretarded children (mean CA = 14.5 yrs). Their

MA level, however, was slightly below that of the nonretarded kinder-

garten children. The average IQs of the INR-end-IIMR-subleets-were

71.1 and 42 , respectively.

Results. Tables 4 and 5 present the results from both the non-

retarded and retarded subjects on the Time and Money tests. The

percentages of children responding correctly on certain key items in

each of the tests are also r.resented. (Complete test data are available

in Thurlow, Turnure, Taylor, Krus, Rowe, & Troup, Note 1, and Nelson,'

Troup, Thurlow, krus, & 'lurnure, Note 2).

8
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Insert Table 4 about here

On the Time test, the nonrczarded children were able to answer

46%, 66%, 60%, and 75% ofthe 30 items correctly in kindergarten, first,

second, and third grades, respectively. Unfortunately, these data did

not show the expected linear increase'across grades one and two. The
4.

EMIL children answered 42% of the items correctly, a level slightly

below that of their nonretarded MA peers. It is interesting to note

that on the individual items, the retarded children scored at a level

below all grade levels of nontetarded children (except in telling time

to the half hour and to a five-minute interval, where the EMRs showed

performance levels slightly above those of the kindergarten children)..

Clearly, the =I children had a ling way to go to match their CA pccro,

the third-graders, on items which required them to actually tell time.

Insert Table 5 about here

The results from the Money tests, which ate shown in Table 5,

revealed that nonretarded children in kindergarten through third grade

answered 40%, 60%, 77%, and 82% of the 40 items correctly. The MR

children answered 35% of the items correctly before receiving instruc-

tion in the Money unit, and the TM individuals correctly answered 231.

These scares represent leve.Na below both the EMItis and the TMR's MA

peers. On the individual items, the retarded subjects Oirformed at or

below the 1eve1 of their MA peers. This was true even on those items

requiring the recognition and identification of the U.S. coins. .

9



Effectiveness of the Time and MormtItmjoi

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Time and Money

units
CI1EInSITAlingthet2skscazesof.--ilheeeenvdt

8

the retarded children were given instruction in the time or Money

unit and then retested on the appropriate test Instruction was

presented in Cha Time unit for from four to eight weeks and in the

Money unit for from 12 to 20 weeks.1

Time Unit. On the Time test, the EMR children answered 56Z of

the items correctly after receiving instruction, compared to 42
before instruction (see Table A). This posttest performance level

was comparable to that obtained by the nonretarded'subjects scoring

at a level one step above the kindergartters (the second graders).

The pretest to posttest increase in nunber correct, which is described

here in percentages,
was statistical;y significant. This is quite

impressive given the fact that sub 'eats did not have sufficient time

to proceed through a11 of the i ttruction. The overall pretest to

posttest increases of the EMR receiving the Time unit are also

presented in Figure 1, in mparison with a control group of EHR

children who did not rec.Ave the instruction from the Time unit.

Clearly, the slope of/the line for the Experimental group reflects

the impressive
(2nd/statistically significant) gains made by this

group from pretest to posttest. (See KruS, Thurlow, Turnure, &

Taylot, 1974b, for more detailed descriptions of comparisons with

control groups.)

Insert Figtire 1 about here
........ ...........
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Investigatin of, performances on Audividual posttest items revealed

Chat the retarded studen.ts were approaching the performance levels of

nonretardod children of the same mental age, and in some cases, sur-

passing them. The posttest scores for the VAC test items in Table 4

were 75X, 96%, 922, 92%, 76%, and 83%. The performance on' the item

requiring the student to tell time to a five-minute interval after idle

hour (e.g., 2:20) was 83%. This is amazing in comparison to the 67

level of their MA peers and oven in comgarison to the 47Z level of

their. CA pears.

Money Unit. On the Money test (see Table 5), the EMR children

answered 62Z of the items correctly after receiving instruction, com-

pared to 35% before instruction. This posttest level approached the

level of the second grade children, clearly above the performance of

their MA peers, although not quite reaching the level of the CA peers.

These data are also presented in Figure 2, which depicts pretest to

posttest charges for the Mils receiving the initruction.and EMRs in

a control group. Statistical tests revealed that the increases made

by the children receiving the Money unit (i.e., Experimentals) were

significant while those made by the children not receiving the unit

(i.e., Controls) were not. (See Krus, Thurlow, Turnure, & Taylor,

1974, for further discussions of the comparisons between experimentals

and control groups.)

Insert Figure 2 about here

11
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The posaesL scores for the Money test itans in Table 5 were,

887, 88 %, 71%, 711, 297, and 4%, not quite as impressive as _the Time_

test'results. Have again, few children had received the instruction

related to the last items in Table 5.

On the Money test, go TMR individuals correctly answered 41%

oE Lhe items after receiving instruction, as compared to 23% before

.inatruction. This change in performance reflected a change frenn at

performance level eubstantially below thaL of their HA peers to a

level just above that of their MA peers. The ThR subjects were also

limited by Lhe fact that they did not have sufficient time to receive

all of the Money instruction.', In fact, most bad only received instruc-

tion throukb Book Two, which deals with the recognition of the coins

and bills.

The posLtest. scores for the ThRs on the Money test items in

Table 5 were 737, 82Z, 33%, 23%, 2%, and CM These data clearly demon-

strate that insLructioninereased performance levels. On these items

related to instruction that had been received (1a0e1 nickel, nme more

than 3 coins), the ThR individuals weft approaching a level of mastery.

In fact, the performance increases by TMR students were most noticeable

on the first 16 items of the complete Money test, the items corresponding

to tbe.instruction they received.-Other22p2lations. The Time and Money units have also been used

with' other populatons. Although rigorous evaluation has tot seen

undertaken, the units appear to have great potential for use with

disadvantaged youth and adult retarded individuals. Evun young

12



preschdei children seem able Co benefit from the instruction.

Summary

The results of the present investigation indicated that nonre-

tarded children's knowledge of time and barley generally increases with

grade level. Furthermore, on the basis of the items reported by Probst

in 1931, it appears that the knowledge level\of nonretarded children

has remained relatively constant over the past 40 years. Without

specific instruction other than that possibly found in mathematics

textbooks, the knowledge that retarded individuals have of time and

money is below that of nonretarded children of a similar mental age.

The results of the present study further indicated that instruc-

tion can be designed o promote the acquisition of time'and money

concepts by retarded indiyidudlb. The Time and Noncy units increased

the retarded students scores significantly on most test items. Gen-
.

orally, the instruction brought the retarded students up to a level
.

above that of their MA peers, although still irielow that of their CA

peers. One might expect Oat after longer periods etexposure to the

units, performance levels of retarded individuals would increase even

more.

The results o1 this investigation have important implications for

the. education of retarded individuals not only because the developed

units provide instruction 1-I areas impbrtamt to the adjustment of

retarded children to the environment (Kolstoe, 1970), but also because

the instructional techniques employed in the Time and Money units are

13'
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ones which can be used to develop similar instruction in other content

areas (cf. Taylor, Thurlow, & Turnure, 1974; Thurlow, Taylor, &

Turnure, Note 3, Thurlow, Turnure, & Howe, Note 4).

..

,
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Footnotes

This paper was prepared for presentation ar the annual meeting of

the American Educational Research Association (San Francisco, April

1976).

The research presented in this paper was supported in part by a

grant to the University of Minnesota Research, Development and

Demonstration Center in Education of Handicapped Children AOEG-0-

332189-4533-032) from the U. S. Office of Education.

1
The evaluation of the Time and Money units actually encompassed

much more than simply a comparison of the performances of retarded

individuals and nonretarded individuals. Dur14 the evaluation'of

each unit, the performances of experimental children were compared
4

with the performances of two control groups. In addition, community

location comparisons were undertaken, and teacher evaluation data

were collected. Complete descriptions of the field-tests can be
ti

found in Krus, Thurlow, Turnure, & Taylor, 1974a, 1974b, and

Thurlow, Turnure, Taylor, Krus, Howe, & Troup, Note 1.
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Table 1

Descriptions of the Time and Money Units

The Time with the Cock Unit consists of four books of instruction which de-

velop the key concepts related to Circe telling. Following instruction on
time terms not directly related to the clock (clay, night), the Unit proceeas,

to develop the concopts and skills necessary for telling time on the hour,

on the half hour, and to the minute.

....".
Book One Book Two Book Tlnee Book Four

light, dark

day (dayttme), night

(nighttime)

today, tonight

morning, afternoon

early, on time, late

.

,clock, face, hands

long hand, short
hand

. o'clock

..

hour

,

thirty

half hour (half
past)

',hour, half,hour

(second, second

hand)

.

minute

minutes

minute band, hour
hand

minutes after
(quarter after)

,minutes before
; (quarter to)

1

The Honey Unit consists of luta boas of instruction which develop Loney con-

f; cepts by beginning at a general awareness level, and proceeding to the levels
(47 of 'recognition, relative value, and finilly1.*to exact valuh. Several experi-

, io '44,
0 cnces in counting money and.making change are included in the instruction.

.,or The four books are tokbe used sequentially, with a branching point from Book

Iskills in a store setting before proceeding to instruction on the exact
1 Two into Book Four provided so that the children may apply their recognition

value of money.

Book One Book Two ' Book Three look Four

trade

moucy

spend, nave,
bank

,

coins

penny, nickel

dime

quarter

bail dollar

bills

one dollar bill,
(ye dollar hill

trade A

penny, cent, 0

.nickel

change

.dime

9uarter

half dollar, fifty
. cent piece

dollar, $

five dollar bill,
ten dollar bill,
twenty dollar bill

store, (snapping
center), shopper

customer, clerk

pay, cash register

price (cost), price tau

cash, cash register,
cashier

charge, check

. .

change
. *

.

.

19



Table 2

Time Test Items

1. faibel, dstk. Is it gassutt2gLightcataide ot do r cgs de at aghtt

2. Labels night. (Show picture.) What tire of the flay * you think It
thin pictoot?

3. Labels morning. (Show pictute.) t:hat pat of the y do yott think
i.t 40 io this *angel

4. Ida:Allies aftetnoou. What pat of'the day comes alga matiog?

5. Identifies after. (Show pletute.) 71:44 gitt c3 getting ht.:chat eat.t:
Point to the pietste that Ace* ht.t hat eitta hot hateat.

6. Identifies before. (Show pletute.) This ittte gime id yet:mg heo:
hat cat. Point to the pictute that Arles het halt toeptc het
haircut.

7. Identifies early. When erect get to detect hefett It ttatt4, ace ecru
getting to school e4.'4f ot tate?

8. identifies late. t:efn yew get to a rove ,Stet it stilts, ate yea
gettog thect, tatty ct tote?

9. !de:tellies clock. (Show picture.) Poiotto the pictotes theta:on:a:at
you woutd use to iad out ;Ito tine.

10. Doting clock. ully do pecoic Zook at arched

11. Labels face. (She:, clock.) that'S the ohote Wilt 4. de oi the dock
tatted?

12. LabelS hands. (Show'clock.) What ate these tatted?

13. Labels numbets. (Show 3 cards.) Whet tki4?

14. Defines hands. What do the thm ham's cS a acch Look tike?

15. Dcftaca o'clock. At 4 o'ctoek, it 4:4 the Long hand point4g tot

16. Tells time on hour. (Show clock.) l'tt show acct a.ctoch and I ma
you to tett re ukat time it 440.

I

17. Demonsttates o'clock. (Show toy clock.) Pm the hands on this ace's
do 2t says 5 c'etoch.

18.4 Demonstraccemorement of hands. (Show toy cloak.) This acch 44#4
(*tech. Roe Vogotog to rewc the nxnute hood at thevay
around the clock. Show me tthexe She haul heed tati Prue to.

19. Tells time to half hour. (Show toy clock.) tl :at tire does .tins acch day!

20. Demonstrates half hour. (Snow toy clock.) Move vac hands en this ctoe.t
to show 3:30.

21. Tdentifico half hour. (Show toy clock.) Thi4 eteek shows ::CO. Show
me 1$10.e tt mitt be in a hati home

22. Couats by fives. (Show picture.) Point to the to:toe num6ets to shoo
me how to cetoot the ninatea avowed tilt acct. Are: re hat to
count by iivea .:.:owed the each.

23. Identifies rinute band. (Show toy clock.) Feint to She hood that is
eated tht n(nutt hand.

24. Defines half hear. (vec does :fie rlinutc hand pciot to ahem. W4 4230?

25. Tells site 5 tinutes after (2:20). (Show toy clock.) Teti me What
ttme th.14 deck sees.

26. Tent fire exact minute after (4:11). (show toy clock.) What tine
does this dock say?

27. DemonStrates exact tanute after (3:18). (Show toy clock.) grow: toe
hands en this cloak to show 14 min:au efte4 3.

28. Tells time 5 minutes befote (2:45). (Show toy clodk.) What time ZS
it on this dock?

29. Tails time exact mimUte before (8 to 3). (Show toy clock.) What
tint does Alas clock say?

30. Demonstrates cinutos before (9 befote 5). (Show toy clock.) koce,
rove she lunas on the acch to shoe 9 mint-tea tciofte S.

oo



Table 3

Money Test Items

1. Describes trading situation. ,icte's amt./2. Rat you give me yowl
permit and l'it give you mine. Tettoe, that did cot dot

2. Sra2es =04'7 when relatcd.o store. then you bay sore candy at c store.
unct do you treat ion 44?

3. Selects pictures cf ppocy. (Show picture.) Lea CatelUlLy at at the
pit:tss;es on..this page and Sind evetything tat 4s money. Point
.to the pietuoe.s ci money.

4. srstes save in response to definition. Whore it Gated when you pat
ocney,&emy to use it tateat

5. Labels s nickel. (Show nickel.) What's this?

6. Srates pe:ny in response to definition. gta:, tat Mt the name ol5 the
only but, coin.

7. Srares dicer in response to definition. Which coin i4 the sertttestr
Minh :Bout how big the cotes Att and tett me the rare 06 the
4mattest coin. . .

Selecrs dire as coin that buys most. (5bow picture.) :kW tech at these
three coin! -- Show it .the coin that buys tent than the cite u.

9. Selects picticts of alf-dollar. (Show picture.) Look at eVenythi.na on
thin pale. Point to the hatidottan.

10. isms more rhar.'3 coins. Whet ate the nones OS sore cans that you know?

11. Orders 5 oins by vslue. (Show 5 coins.) Fut these awe coins in ondot
of flaw mach they coed buy.

12. Selects coins buying more than nickel. (Show picrure.) LOot at at the
coins on .this past. Show ne the coins that buy-mooe than the
nickel.

13. Describes shy fake bill zee real. (Show pitture.) took cisteiutty at titer
k piatate. It ZOOkS serc.rning tat 4 *lit= 0i ncaL roncy, d'etSn't

'it? Think cboutwat :tea relay looks tat -- diSietent
04 this?

14. Stares "bill" labeling 20 dollar. (Show picture.) We coutd eat thiS
twenty datc.As. buts.teenty dottoos isn't Ws Suit none. what's
the site none o6 tht4 coney?

15. Selects picrure of S dollar bill. (Show picture.) Look at all the
F2etates and point to the iZve dottao hitt.

16, States "fifty dollar bill." (Show picture.) reAteS ;tie Coated?

17, Labels shopper as "custor.4." (She picrure.) ire can catt ties Man a
showtabecaase he ZS buyina something at a atone. Mae, Can yea

tat Ice another name Sas a ihoppeol

Labels a cash registab, (Show picture.) 4W is this a picture ott

19, Describes relstive value of quarter. TS you had dquanten, could yea
buy a noo bayete at a stn ,C?

20. Stoics penny is "one eenr." Mete many cents uoc theoe -Zr. a penny?

8.

21. Reads 50. (Show picture.) What does this say?

22. Changes nickel for 5 pennies. (Show coins.) Xor we:4 toting to play a

ehett gem. Pte.:end that att e...4 Penes/ 46 vouti. NOW, you
9tvc me e.r.nge. (et oy nett': t.

23. Responds "change to definition. you eaty have a.n&kt, hmt yea axe
p.nnies. a:at dt. 41:4 te dot

24. States "dire" (s .i0 pennies. (4at coin buys the save as 10 pennits?

25. States quarter is "25 cnts." How -any Genti ate eh= La a quo7tet7

26. States "50 pennies" in half dollar. Ocw many penniCS ate there Zr. t
IutZ deiten?

27. States 50 cent plate. (Show picture.) This is a ei.tatent oi a hats
ne.e :feu tett 14. .a.a.1.3 anothet fez the hai.4

doti:at:

28. States dollar is "i00 cents." flow many tC444 ate t'.eAe in ene deitatr

29. Reads $2. (Show picture.) that does this catd say?

30. Reads $2.30. (Show picture.) Tett we shat this et": sup.

31. States 10 dollar bill 2 fives. What hi ii iuys 4, 2 iZec
dott.so bats?

5 nickels. (Show picture.)
re hoe ouch Chau 44.

combinations of coins (20e). (Show coins.) Count tit this ,'anon
and,tat me ruck thete is.

bills and coins ($2.32). (Show picture.) Ceant ate this rermy
and tatt ',thaw ouch thote is.

$1 bill and coins ($2.35). (Show picture.) Count at tUa money
and tett rat hal:meth thate is.

price rag. (Show picture.) Title teals A4 6C14 each the bat costa.
that do we catt thi4 thins?

that cash is coney. When you pity with cosh -- what do you give the
stioe cteoht

check. (Show picture.) What's this a patent o$?

"change"'to definition. Let'S sou that youvent te the ittie to buy
ecm pap. The pop costs )9 cents and you tootle tie ctea: 25 cents.
What's 1,;(e money tatted that 4e cick Sirzs ;rat back?

change 120 iron quarter. (Show picture and coins.) Hof tet's
ptetera that you're a 4tott ace: -- Se thit. Id the ropey at
you: stole. I want to buy tU4 pen Sten :Na. It cotes if
tents. Rent's the vante: tut len eo4o9 to give you to pay
Zoo. the pen. Loch at the piitate. The ton costs list ve cents
end I gave you a qua:ten. i400 you taunt ny cheng4 as you :live
Lt back to me.

32. Counts

33. Counts

34. Counts

35. Counts

'36. Laheis

37. States

38. Libels

39. 5rates

40. Makes

Cetus: cu:t this roney cut tout and tel.,.
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Table 4

Time Tesi Results

(Percent Responding Correctly)

Nonretarded (1=112) 21R (n=69)

Kga 1st 2nd 3rdb
Before

Instruction Instruction

OVERALL 46 66 60 75 42 56

Identifies before 87 96 96 97 62 75

Identifies clock 100' 100 100 100 90 96

Labels hands 77 8]. 76 83 62

Tells time on hour 52 96 76 97 46 92

Tells time to half hour 10 81 '24 77 15 76

Tells time 5 minutes .

after (2:20)
6' 12 12 47 10 83

aflonretarded Kg = MA peers of Ens

b
Nonretarded 3rd graders = CA peers of Ms
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Table 5

Money Test Results

(Percent Responding Correctly)

Nonretarded (n=117) EMR ( 1464) TMR (n=115)

Kg
a

1st 2nd 3rd

N.%

Before After
Instruction Instruction

Before
Instruction

After
Instruction

OVERALL 40 60 , -77 82 35 64 f 23 41

Labels nickel 63 73 92 951 67 88 46 73

Names more than
3 coins 38 72 88 100 .23 88 48 82

Orders 5 coins
by value 23 65 96 90 23 61 10 33

States dime is
10 pennies '27 54 76 90 14y 7.1 7 23

Counts bills and
coins ($2.32) 10 23 52 86 10 29- 0 2

Nhkes change
120 from quartet. 3 8 12 48 0 4 0 0

a
Nonretarded Kg = MA peers of EMRS and TMRs

Ab
Nonretarded 3rd graders = CA peers of EMRs
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Figure 2
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